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Many people still believe that Hitler is so dynamic a p~rsonality
that he could, of his own free will and volition start a war of
aggression, subjugate small nations, and put the whole world
in darkness for a period-a darkness, thank Heaven, which is
now bursting into daylight. Obviously such a notion is fantastic.
Great though Hitler may be he is not God. In my opinion he could
never have achieved world prominence or threatened the
domination of the world by Ge.rmany had he not been supported
by powerfu~ pol!tical and industrial elements-elements so powerful
that, at the!f w1ll, he could have been deposed had he not suited
·
their purpose.
The rise of Hitler may, to many, appear romantic but to
millions it is also a sad phenomenon. One of the root caus~s·of the
world's troubles at the mom~nt is that few people read Mein Kampf,
and fewer heeded the warnmg of Winston Churchill, who utilized
seven years of his parliamentary life advising bis fellow conntrymen
and the world of the grave danger, and fewer still made any study
of Germany's aggressive intentions. When the German workers
w~o are still _the bot~om d~gs in the Reich, awaken, those at the top'.
Hitler and bis satellites, will collapse like a house of cards.
Many sinister German politicians have arisen since the last
great war, one of whom was Ribbentrop, whom I met when I was
Lord Mayor of Manchester, and whom I left in no doubt that in
my opinion, he was a scoundrel. Mr. Bernhard Menne has d~ne
this and future generations a service by revealing another figure
equally as sinister as Ribbentrop, ·in the person of Dr. Bruening,
who was the German Chancellor until he ·coquetted with Hitler
and made way for that devil incarnate to wield his will upon the
German population--especially on the youth of Germany-and
tried to pave his way to wield his will upon the rest of mankind.
The strange "Case of Dr. Bruening" outlined in these pages
~hould be a port~nt. I_t is ~egrettable to reflect that some people
m Government c!fcles m this and other countries yet believe that
tol~ration a1?-d kindness should be extended to Germany after the
Umted ·Nat1_ons have won the fight for freedom-_fls they undoubtedly will. To me the matter is simple. "By their deeds ye
shall know them." Some years ago, when I was a member of the
N!itional Executive of the British Labour Party, a colleague of
~?~· Joseph Compton,_ M .P., was our international delegate,
visrtrng numerous countnes on the Continent of Europe to discuss
international relationships. I rncall vividly an occasion when he
came to report to our Committee in London and declared his
intention of refusing to attend future conferences if Germans were
delegates, because he discovered that while they preached disarmament for other countries they were actively working w1derground for the colossal rearmament of Germany. He was telling
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!he ~rutb. The pity is that so man f h.
m high places-declined to bel·
Yh.o is colleagues-some now
D H. .
ieve 1m
r. emnch Bruening whose . k d .
small part in the disaster ' which hw1c e mtrigue bas played no
great deal to answer for It
as overtaken humanity, has a
was a refugee in this co~try s~to~bd be tr;:nekmbered. that when he
not even then learned his les~o
e ou rea of this war, he had
. S
The American magazine Fo~·
following statement:
une, m eptember 1942, made the
. . "~r. Heinrich Bruening the
1 G .
livmg m exile, does not belie~e in on Y eiman .e:c-chancellor
who openly tw;n against th . a future for political refugees
aloof from all political activit1~~ cosun~y, :nd keeps carefu.Uy
large, but their indifference h ·. 0 , 0 t e. U.S. Germans by
sincerely dislike subversive ~/i.ferent motives. Even if they
hearts the majority of our Germ~I ieJ, ~ /he bot~om of their
spokesmen for German defeat a n~ ou t ess consider German
raeter'."
s ue outcasts and 'Volksver-

Jt.m'.ly also be interesting to addhthat Di.. Bruemng
.
left Great
Bntam m September 1939 b
could not live in a country w~~~se e was of t~e opinion that he
The illuminating revelation 'Yas at. war w1lh Germany.
Bruen~g should cause tboughtf~l lil this book concerning Dr.
W~en Victory is achieved by the Um~n dand ~omen to realize that
~bbentrops, Bruenings and all t mte Nat10ns and the Hitlers,
e d~k figures of brute force and
dictatorship are eclipsed we
tides of German statesmen ~us . ma e doubly sure of the bonathe rise of Hitler we have haJ"n~ sit ai: the settlement table. Since
men ~ave arisen who can be tr;;::~~ntee that any German statesTh1s book should convince th
. d
duty is to be certain that those
e rea er that our paramount
communities of the world will w~o .re~esent the freedom-loving
luJ1ed into a false sense of sec=-t o bt ~ a.t never again shall we be
shall not be double-crossed b I Y Y msmcere men and that we
lapel is political ~r religious. Y anybody, whether the label in their
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INTRODUCTION
This book was written in the firm conviction that we must do
our best to learn from our mistakes, and it is therefore primarily
addressed to those who do not feel it unnecessary to inquire into
how the Second World War came about, and who feel a certain personal responsibility when they consider the task before us all of
preventing a third world war.
After a republican detour which lasted fifteen years and skirted
numerous democratic temptations the line of German development
culminated in a megalomaniac. Although it is highly desirable that
the world should never for one moment lose sight of the malignity of
Hitler's personal character, it would nevertheless be wrong to attach
too much importance to what is onfy an attendant circumstance.
The general line of development in Germany might well have
culminated in a Jess disagreeable type than Hitler; perhaps in one
of the Generals : Von Seeckt the silent, or a talented intriguer like '
von Schleicher. After 1930 it remained undecided for some time
whether the son of the former Crown Prince or a Catholic parliamentarian should be the chosen· instrument. However, do not let
us jump to conclusions. In each individual case the question of
whether a different man would have pursued a fundamentally
different policy would have to be carefully examined. After all,
Frederick, the so-called Great, bad rather a happy knack for turning
French verse; Bismarck was not an anti-Semite; whilst Kaiser
Wilhelm II rather fancied himself as. a public reader of the Word of
God on pleasant Sunday afternoons. But were their respective
policies any the less brutal on that account? Were the wars they
planned and executed any the less bloody?
Unfortunately the horror in which the world holds Hitler tends
to cause a certain idealization of his former opponents, and to suggest
that almost any other solution of the involved German political
problem wouJd a priori be a better one. In this book we propose
to avoid as far as possible falling into that error.
The central figure of our historical examination is the former
German Reich's Chancellor Dr. Heinrich Bruening. In the years
1930 to 1932 the central threads of Germany's policy were in his
hands . The formation of his government opened the transformation
period in which the German Republic developed from a parliamentary regime into an authoritarian dictatorship. When Bruening
went Germany was ripe for Hitler's coming. Secret negotiations
with the leaders of the Reichswehr smoothed the way for Bruening's
entry into the Reich's Chancellory; intrigues of those same leaders
of the Reichswehr later hustled him. out. Today Herr Bruening is
living as a political fugitive in the United States. After careful
consideration the author of this book was forced to the conclusion
that this in no way relieved him of the duty of criticizing the role
which Herr Bruening played·in the history of the German Republic.
The subject of this book also inclµ<;les the r{)le played by German
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political Catholicism, whose last leader was, in fact, Herr Bruening.
He was a typical representative of that generation which had been
officers in the First World War, and, together with the Papal Prelate,
Dr. Kaas, of Trier, he represented that clerical nationalism which
longed to free itself from the cold marriage of reason between
political Catholicism and Democracy. Jn analysing this development we propose to avoid any discussion of religious matters proper,
and to confine ourselves to the purely political side of the affair.
This is not a conciliatory book, and whoever would prefer to
be soothed should not read it. Let him go rather to other books ;
he will find many anxious to assure h.im that the collapse of the
Geiman Republic was really quite a fortuitous mishap, and that
right up to the last its political leaders were all sincere Democrats
and friends of peace; their conclusion being that perhaps, after all,
, it would be best to give them another chance.
At this point the author feels it his duty to urge with all possible
vehemence that this is the one thing which should under no· circumstances be done. In this history of the death-throes of the German
Republic he hopes to show clearly how fatal it is for any country
to entrust its leadership along new paths to the men of the past, to
broken-down politicians and defeated Generals. And in the typical
personality of Heinrich Bruening he hopes to show that the ghosts
of the past which are still haunting the minds of the German people
are no less dangerous. Is the whole wretched business to be repeated
all over again ?
Thus this book, which deals with the polit~alhistory ofG¥rmany
on the eve of Hitler's accession to power, is also to be regarded as
a contribution to a solution 'o f the great problem of what is to be
done after the defeat of Germany.
What is to happen when the self-pronounced world leader Hitler
finally meets his doom, and the National Socialist Thousand-Year
Reich comes to a premature end? Who will remain to build up
a new, peaceful and democratic Germany"? During the past few
years in particular the world bas been given quite a deal of friendly
advice and recommendation on the point, and it has listened to a
certain amount of self-praise from would-be candidates. One of
these recommendations- not the only one by any means-is that
in the future the world should rely on the forces of German political
Catholicism as the only community "".hich would have something
like an organization at its disposal after the overthrow of Hitler.
This community is Christian, the world is assured, and therefore .
oppQsed to war; further, it is Catholic, and therefore opposed to
rabid nationalism. In the strqggle against Hitler both before and
after 1933 the leaders of this community stood up to Hitler. All in
all, therefore, this community deserves the confidence of the world
in its ability to bring about a better Ge1many.
Does German political Catliolicism really deserve such confidence? That is the question this book proposes to examine.
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